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Student materialS
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Preface

a GROUP OF FRIENDS CHATTER OUTSIDE the band hall.  
 The phone buzzes heralding a new text. Sirens scream 

outside the chemistry lab windows. So what are they 
talking about? What does the text say? Where are the police 
going? These are the questions any student would have.

Students may not realize it, but their inborn curiosity is a 
huge asset. If they like to ask questions and get answers, 
they have a journalist’s instincts. Their hands may not shoot 
up as often as they did in second grade, but we know that 
those questions still bounce around in their heads. Scholastic 
journalism provides an outlet, a forum that encourages 
students to explore and apply their natural curiosity.

This textbook builds on our desire to know what is 
going on in the world around us. Students will learn how to 
collect information through interviewing and research. 
They’ll learn to communicate through text, design and 
photos. They’ll learn to create stories that are relevant, 
accurate and important for their school, their classmates, 
their audience.

While we’ve seen numerous newspapers shut down in 
the last decade, we understand that journalism isn’t dying, 
it’s merely evolving. The range of media at our fingertips is 
constantly growing. In this tumultuous era of 24-hour news, 
enhanced by the opportunities of social and new media, the 
need for scholastic journalism training is also growing. The 
skills that young journalists learn – writing, designing, 
questioning, problem-solving, computing – are as valuable 
now as ever. Giving young people the skills to think for 
themselves will serve the generation and the public well.

Good journalism is alive in student journalism programs 
across the country. In the following pages you’ll find a wide 
array of examples showcasing articulate, insightful and 
creative student writing, photojournalism and design in 
school websites, newsmagazines, newspapers and 
yearbooks. High school reporters across the country are 
tackling relevant stories that impact their classmates and 
communities. The school reporter can tell the story of the 

softball player with the stamina to battle through cancer, 
highlight a teacher’s musical success on YouTube or enlighten 
an audience to the dangers of prescription drug abuse.

This textbook, the latest edition in the book’s 60+ year 
history, embraces the changes that the Internet has 
brought to journalism. Students will learn the basics of 
journalism to be used in blogs or webcasts, online galleries 
and online posts.

This book is written for the 21st-century classroom. It’s 
for the classroom filled with students who are constantly 
bombarded with texts, tweets and fast-moving information. 
And it’s for the teachers who have to prepare those students 
to be competitive in an ever-changing marketplace. This 
edition has been revised to include more user-friendly 
features. The Test Your Knowledge questions and Quick 
Exercises break up the text into manageable chunks and 
offer readers the chance to check their comprehension and 
apply their new skills throughout each chapter. The 
weblinks provide quick references and resources for 
interactive and extended learning possibilities. An 
instructor’s manual and wealth of supporting online 
resources to accompany the book can also be found at 
www.wiley.com/go/scholasticjournalism.

Whether the information comes through a mimeo-
graphed paper or a podcast, we will always have an interest 
in the life around us and there will always be a need for 
curious minds to inform, educate and entertain us. And 
beyond scholastic journalism, we believe the skills students 
learn from this textbook will benefit them – in journalism 
or in whatever career they pursue.

In the fast-changing world of technology and mass 
media, vibrant fresh ideas often come from the next 
generation. We encourage students to have the confidence 
to be creative visionaries. We believe this book will provide 
the foundation for strong scholastic journalists who can 
become active, thoughtful and responsible members of the 
media and society.
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WalK throuGh
Chapter opening page
Each chapter begins with a thought-provoking and 
instructive quotation and a list of key learning 
objectives to help the reader navigate the text.

Timeline
The timeline traces the development of journalism 

and scholastic journalism in America and provides 
the reader with valuable historical context.



WalK throuGh      xvii

Helpful tips
Helpful Tips boxes include useful checklists of dos 
and don’ts as well as a wealth of easy-to-apply 
guidelines and advice aimed at assisting students in 
making the transition from reading about scholastic 
journalism to practicing it.

Newsflash
Newsflash boxes throw a spotlight on specific 

aspects of scholastic journalism, allowing the reader 
to explore them in greater depth.



xviii      WalK throuGh

In action
In Action boxes take the reader through the 
thought process of making key decisions and 
explore worked examples.

Words of wisdom
In Words of Wisdom boxes industry professionals 

and teachers share helpful secrets, tips and advice 
that will both instruct and inspire readers.
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Weblinks
Weblinks direct the reader to online references and 
resources for interactive and extended learning 
possibilities.

Quick exercise
Quick Exercise boxes appear throughout each 

chapter and give students the chance to apply their 
knowledge through short individual and group 

projects.
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Test your knowledge
Test Your Knowledge questions provide readers with 
the opportunity to check their comprehension of the 
material they’ve just encountered.

Key terms and glossary
Key terms are introduced in bold and clearly defined 

both in the text and in a complete Glossary at the 
end of the book.
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Figures
Vibrant images showcase excellent examples of 
creative student writing, photojournalism and design 
in school websites, newsmagazines, newspapers 
and yearbooks.

Exercises
End-of-chapter exercises provide students with 

assignments and projects that can be done in class 
or at home, and which offer an opportunity to apply 

their knowledge in practical and creative ways.



timeline
Journalism key events

Johannes Gutenberg develops 
movable type

1440

Captain John Smith, leader of the 
Jamestown settlement, publishes 
the newsletter Newes from Virginia, 
making him the first English 
reporter in the colonies

1608

Stephen Day is first printer in 
Britain’s American colonies

1638

Publick Occurrences, Both Foreign 
and Domestick, America’s first 
newspaper, is published in Boston 
by printer Benjamin Harris but is 
stopped by British after first issue

1690

The Boston News-Letter is 
America’s first successful 
newspaper

1704

“Journal of Occurrences” by Sam 
Adams and the Sons of Liberty, 
chronicles the occupation of 
Boston by the British

1768–69

Isaac Doolittle creates first printing 
presses in America

1769

Common Sense, which challenged 
British authority, is reprinted by 
Thomas Paine

1776

First American magazines appear, 
such as Andrew Bradford’s 
American View and Ben Franklin’s 
The General Magazine, and 
Historical Chronicle for all the 
British Plantations in America

1741

Ben Franklin publishes the 
Pennsylvania Gazette, which offers 
political news for readers

1729

1783First daily newspaper, the 
Pennsylvania Evening Post, 
is introduced
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The Federalist Papers, a series of 
articles and essays supporting the 
ratification of the constitution, are 
published

1788

First Amendment to Constitution is 
approved, protecting journalists 
against censorship

1791

1795Reporters first allowed in House 
of Representatives and Senate

Noah Webster publishes 
Compendious Dictionary of the 
English Language

1806

Niles’ Weekly Register is the first 
newsmagazine

1811

Freedom’s Journal is the first 
African-American newspaper 
published in United States

1827

Cherokee Phoenix is the first 
Native American newspaper in 
United States

1828

New York Sun is the first penny 
paper

1833

James Gordon Bennett, known as 
the founder of modern-day 
journalism, publishes the New York 
Herald – topical sections are 
introduced

1835

Founder of the New York Herald, 
James Gordon Bennett, arranges 
first foreign correspondent staff

1838

New York Tribune, published by 
Horace Greeley, becomes the first 
newspaper with a national 
circulation (later was first 
newspaper to use linotype machine 
in 1886) by George Jones and 
Henry Raymond

1841
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Associated Press receives first 
cable transmission of European 
news through transatlantic cable

1858

Number of daily newspapers 
quadruples while the US population 
doubles; introduction of telephone 
and typewriters change the 
newsroom; cables linking United 
States to the UK and Asia increase 
speed of news; photographs start 
appearing in newspapers

1870–1900

Groups of newspapers come 
together to create news-gathering 
service to supply foreign news by 
ship and telegraph (what would 
become AP, Associated Press)

1849

1890s Circulation battles between Joseph 
Pulitzer’s New York World and 
William Randolph Hearst’s 
New York Journal lead critics to 
coin the expression “yellow 
journalism” and accuse both of 
sensationalizing, exaggerating, 
even faking news in order to drive 
up circulation

The Linotype typesetting machine, 
which can produce an entire line of 
metal type and therefore increases 
the speed of typesetting and 
composition, revolutionizes 
newspaper publishing

1890

Color is introduced for comics and 
other sections in Sunday editions

1893

Spanish–American War is the 
first conflict in which military 
involvement is embellished by the 
media specifically for the purpose 
of selling more newspapers than 
the competition

1898

The New York Times is founded, 
best known for its high-quality 
writing

1851

The Daily Graphic publishes 
first halftone (not engraved) 
reproduction of news photograph

1880
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1900sPresident Theodore 
Roosevelt coins the phrase 
“muckraker” to describe 
investigative journalists who fueled 
the progressive era crusades

United Press Association and 
international news service compete 
with Associated Press

1907–9

The first newsreels, shown in 
theatres before the main feature, 
begin to appear

1910

Jazz Journalism tabloids are 
popular, covering topics such as 
Hollywood, money and violence 
and featuring more photography 
than writing. Two examples are 
Joseph Patterson’s New York Daily 
News and William Hearst’s 
New York Daily Mirror

1920s

Station 8MK broadcasts first radio 
news program in Detroit, Michigan 
and radios now used in the home. 
Radio competes with newspapers 
and magazines

1920

Time magazine, the first weekly 
newsmagazine, is published by 
Henry Luce

1923

Political cartoons become popular The Nation, a newsmagazine 
founded in 1865, becomes a 
current affairs magazine with 
a liberal slant

1900

The Chicago Defender, founded by 
Robert S. Abbott, is one of largest 
African-American newspapers

1905

First flash bulbs used (ultimately 
contributing to photojournalism)

1927–30

The 35mm Leica camera is 
developed (contributing to 
photojournalism) and documentary 
photography becomes popular way 
to disseminate the news

1925

National Broadcasting Company, 
formed by RC, has first broadcast

1926

Gossip columns first appear in 
papers; the use of a new printing 
method, offset lithography, 
replaces letterpress printing making 
production faster and cheaper; 
the emergence of photography 
technology makes photography 
a dominant force in yearbooks, 
replacing art and illustrations; the 
era of photojournalism begins

1930s
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1930Fortune magazine, which focuses 
on business and economy, is 
started by Henry Luce

Life magazine is launched by Henry 
Luce. The magazine really begins 
the genre of photojournalism

1936

May 19, Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill delivers his “Be Ye 
Men of Valour” wartime speech 
over British Broadcasting Company 
radio

1940

Most people watch television for 
news (taking over from the radio 
and newspapers, especially in 
terms of advertising)

1950

Niche magazines become popular; 
yearbooks try experiments with 
everything from multiple volumes 
in a slip cover to the use of spot 
color; copy is more seriously 
written

1970s

American broadcast journalist 
Edward R. Murrow starts to 
broadcast reports of war in Europe; 
WWII would become first war 
to be broadcasted daily to U.S. 
audience

1938

On Feb. 23, President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt used a radio 
broadcast to give details on the 
progress of the war – his 20th 
“Fireside Chat”

1942

Sept. 26, the first televised 
presidential debate takes 
place between John F. Kennedy 
and Richard M. Nixon, 
reaching 70 million American 
viewers

1960

Computers change newspaper 
production (newspapers are going 
from mechanical to computer 
production systems), which 
evolves new media

1970s–1980s

Hunter S. Thompson writes first 
article categorized as Gonzo 
journalism – a form written without 
objectivity, favoring style over the 
facts, often as first-person 
narrative, making heavy use of 
sarcasm and humor

1970 An Associated Press bureau in 
Columbia, South Carolina sends 
news copy to Atlanta, Georgia – 
the first reported use of a computer 
terminal, and transmitting a story 
to a news room
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1971The New York Times begins running 
a series of articles on June 13, 1971 
with classified information on United 
States political-military involvement 
in Vietnam. The ruling in the 
Pentagon Papers case (New York 
Times Co. v. United States) made it 
possible for both The New York 
Times and The Washington Post 
to publish the classified Pentagon 
Papers without censure from 
government, owing to the free press 
guidelines in the Constitution

Watergate Scandal: Washington 
Post reporters Bob Woodward and 
Carl Bernstein cover a burglary 
at the offices of the Democratic 
National Committee in the 
Watergate Hotel, which is later 
linked to the discovery of dirty 
tricks campaign led by President 
Nixon’s advisors. Ultimately, 
Nixon resigns as a result

The term “Internet” is first used to 
describe a single global TCP/IP 
network

1974

ESPN is launched, forever 
changing sports journalism

1979

Ted Turner begins the Cable News 
Network (CNN)

1980

Newspapers and magazines are 
now on the Internet; CDs are added 
to printed yearbook volumes to 
capture on video the sights and 
sounds of the year

1990s

Fox News Channel for Cable TV, 
started by Robert Murdoch

1996

Blogs are introduced 1997

The Kyocera VP-210 “Visual Phone” 
is the first commercial camera and 
video phone, released in Japan 
and made for person-to-person 
video calling

1999

Podcasting begins 2004 Digg.com allows users to decide 
the importance of news stories

Twitter is launched 2006

YouTube, a video-sharing website, 
is created

The Huffington Post, founded by 
Arianna Huffington, Kenneth Lerer 
and Jonah Peretti, is an American 
news website based on user 
generated content also known as a 
content aggregating blog

2005

SourceS

http://www.wnylrc.org/documentView.asp?docid=138
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formation-tracker/28803/new-media-timeline-1969–2010/
http://www.uncp.edu/home/acurtis/Courses/ResourcesFor 

Courses/JournalismHistory.html

http://www.animatedatlas.com/timeline.html
http://www.j4ip.org/J4IP/pg003.html
http://www.si.edu/Encyclopedia_SI/nmah/timeline.htm
http://www.class.uidaho.edu/jamm445hart/Timeline.htm
http://library.thinkquest.org/27629/themes/media/mdtimeline.

html

http://www.wnylrc.org/documentView.asp?docid=138
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http://www.uncp.edu/home/acurtis/Courses/ResourcesForCourses/JournalismHistory.html
http://www.animatedatlas.com/timeline.html
http://www.j4ip.org/J4IP/pg003.html
http://www.si.edu/Encyclopedia_SI/nmah/timeline.htm
http://www.class.uidaho.edu/jamm445hart/Timeline.htm
http://library.thinkquest.org/27629/themes/media/mdtimeline.html
http://library.thinkquest.org/27629/themes/media/mdtimeline.html
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major historical events

The Paris Peace Treaty ends 
Revolutionary War

1783

Samuel F.B. Morse invents the 
telegraph, transforming the way 
people communicate

1837

America’s first telegraph line is 
used to send a message from 
Washington D.C. to Baltimore

1844

The Constitution is ratified 1787, 1788

Alien and Sedition Acts 
(four separate bills) are passed by 
the Federalists, in order to prevent 
any enemy aliens and to protect 
from any seditious attacks against 
the government. More specifically, 
the Sedition Act makes publishing 
false writings against government 
officials a crime

1798

Railroads and steamships increase 
distribution of newspapers; 
telegraph used as well

1840s

Photoengraving 
developed, which allowed photos 
in newspapers

1860s/1870s

Declaration of Independence is 
adopted and signed by Congress

1776

Eli Whitney patents the cotton gin1793

American Civil War: disseminating 
news becomes essential

Photographers receive passes to 
cover war, reporters now in the 
field and headlines of war action. 
Matthew Brady, a pioneering 
photographer, documented the 
war with photography and is 
known to have taken 3,500 
pictures of the war

1861–65

Reporters could use the telegraph 
to send stories from the battlefields

1861

Emancipation Proclamation is 
issued Jan. 1

1863 On Nov. 19, President Abraham 
Lincoln gives the Gettysburg 
Address
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The first commercially successful 
typewriter is invented by C. Latham 
Sholes, Carols Glidden and Samuel 
W. Soule in Wisconsin

1867

Thomas Edison invents electric 
light

1908

World War I is ended with signing 
of the Treaty of Versailles

1919

Communication goes international 
when Guglielmo Marconi sends the 
first radio transmission across the 
Atlantic Ocean

1901

First telephone call is made 
between Alexander Graham Bell 
and his assistant, Thomas A. 
Watson

1876

On Dec. 17, the Wright Brothers fly 
the first successful airplane

1903

Passenger liner Titanic sinks, 
leading to The Radio Act of 1912, 
mandating all radio stations in the 
United States to be licensed by the 
federal government

1912

Prohibition1920–33

1917–18 Government censors newspapers

1914–18World War I: 

Created need for more print war 
correspondents. Richard Harding 
Davis was first American war 
correspondent to cover the 
Spanish–American War, the 
Second Boer War and World War I. 
Floyd Gibbons was a war 
correspondent for the Chicago 
Tribune during World War I

Propaganda used to influence 
American opinion about the war
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The stock market crashes on 
Oct. 24, 1929, initiating the Great 
Depression

1929

The crash of the German 
passenger airship, Hindenberg, is 
first major catastrophe covered by 
on-the-spot broadcast reporting

1937

On Dec. 7, the Japanese 
attacked Pearl Harbor

The following day, Roosevelt 
declares war on Japan on the radio 
to inform the American population

1941

The Cold War begins 1945

Communication system created 
that will become Internet when the 
USSR’s launch of Sputnik makes 
the United States create the 
Advanced Research Projects

Agency to surpass the USSR in 
technological advances; Jostens, 
a school product company, creates 
the American Yearbook Company 
division to produce yearbooks

1950s

Neil Armstrong is first person to 
set foot on moon

This is the most watched event in 
history at that time

1969

Franklin D. becomes President1932

World War II: 

Life magazine is significant in 
reporting on news of World War II

1939–45

D-Day, The Normandy Invasion1944

Regular commercial network 
television programming begins in 
United States

1948

On Aug. 28, Martin Luther King, 
Jr. delivers his “I Have a Dream” 
speech during the Civil Rights 
Movement

Assassination of President John 
F. Kennedy

1963

The Civil Rights Act1964
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Internet is available for 
commercial use

1988

Iraq invades Kuwait, and Gulf War 
ensues

1990–91

World Wide Web is public1994

Google is started1998

9/11 Terrorist Attacks, four 
coordinated attacks on the United 
States by al-Qaeda

2001

Hurricane Katrina becomes the 
most costly natural disaster in 
United States history

2005

The Deepwater Horizon oil rig in 
the Gulf of Mexico explodes – the 
worst oil spill in American history

2010

Americans Stephen P. Jobs and 
Stephen G. Wozniak founded the 
Apple Computer Co

1977

Tim Berners-Lee implements the 
first successful communication 
between a Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) client and server 
via the Internet – the World Wide 
Web is born

1989

O.J. Simpson is acquitted of two 
charges of first degree murder, 
ending a widely publicized 
nine-month trial

1995

The US prepares for the predicted 
consequences of the Y2K bug in 
computers

1999

Facebook, social networking 
platform, is launched

2004

Barack Obama becomes the first 
African-American President of the 
United States

2009

The first World Wide Web browser 
is released and is called Mosaic

1993
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Scholastic journalism events

First handwritten school publication, 
The Student Gazette, is produced 
by the students of Friends Latin 
School (now William Penn Charter 
School), Philadelphia, Pa

1777

The Evergreen at Waterville 
Academy in New York publishes 
what is credited as the first high 
school yearbook

1845

Section organization and the use of 
division pages begin to emerge in 
yearbooks including athletics, 
organizations, features, humor and 
ads; other schools choose to 
organize by season

1926

Yearbook production classes 
began to be integrated into English 
or journalism classes

1940s

New York Times v. Sullivan case 
initiates an actual malice standard 
which must be met before reports 
about public officials can be 
considered libel or defamation; 
ultimately supports freedom of 
the press

1964

Yale University becomes the first 
college to publish a yearbook

1806

Hopkins Grammar School in New 
Haven, Connecticut publishes a 
yearbook

1846

Taylor Publishing Company (now 
Balfour), creates a company that 
could deal with all aspects of 
yearbook publishing in one facility 
in Dallas, Texas

1939

Yearbooks reflect the revolution 
sweeping the nation; summer 
supplements added to printed 
books often delivered in the 
summer; design heavily influenced 
by Life and Look magazines, 
two dominant publications of 
the time

1960s
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In Tinker v. Des Moines 
Independent School District, the 
Supreme Court holds that a school 
district violated three students’ First 
Amendment rights after they were 
suspended for wearing black 
armbands to school in protest of 
the Vietnam War

1969

In Miller v. California, the Supreme 
Court establishes a three-part 
test that, when passed, deems 
graphically sexual content obscene

1973

Supreme Court ruled in Smith v. 
Daily Mail that reporters who 
lawfully obtained and truthfully 
reported the identification of a 
teenage murder suspect would 
be legally permitted to publish 
the juvenile’s name

1979

The Student Press Law Center, an 
advocacy group for student press 
rights and against censorship, 
is founded

1974

Washington State enacts 
Washington Administrative Code: 
Student Rights; grants students 
freedom of speech and the press 
as well as the right to assemble 
peaceably

California Student Free Expression 
Law is passed

1977

The computer age revolutionizes 
the yearbook through desktop 
publishing on Apple computers 
using PageMaker software; 
summer yearbook workshops  
draw thousands of students to 
get a head start on the school 
year by studying trends

1980s

The Ollman v. Evans court case 
establishes a four-point test for 
determining whether a statement 
is an assertion of fact or the 
speaker’s opinion; ultimately 
protects opinion and editorial content

1984 In Bethel School District No. 403 v. 
Fraser, the Supreme Court rules it 
is well within the authority of 
a school to determine the 
appropriateness of speech within 
classes and school assemblies

On Oct. 4, the first National 
Yearbook Week is officially created 
by a joint resolution of both houses 
of Congress

1987
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Kansas Student Publications Law is 
passed

1992

Arkansas Publications Act is 
passed

1995

Ruling in Draudt v. Wooster City 
School District case greatly 
expands the legitimate pedagogical 
standard

2003

Massachusetts Student Free 
Expression Law is passed

The Supreme Court, in the 
landmark case Hazelwood School 
District v. Kuhlmeier, rules that a 
school district may censor a 
student newspaper for a variety of 
reasons; ultimately becomes the 
standard for future cases

1988

Iowa Student Free Expression Law 
is passed

In Romano v. Harrington, the court 
ruled that extracurricular student 
journalism does not fall under a 
school district’s authority

1989

Planned Parenthood of Southern 
Nevada v. Clark County School 
District ruling defends a school 
district’s authority to exercise 
control over advertising in school 
publications

1991 Masson v. New Yorker Magazine 
case reaffirms the legal 
significance of quotation marks; 
allows journalists to alter 
words inside quotation marks  
to fix grammar, syntax or  
spelling

In Desilets v. Clearview Regional 
Board of Education, the New 
Jersey Supreme Court holds that 
censoring a student’s reviews 
of two R-rated movies violated 
the student’s First Amendment 
rights

1994

Yearbooks become full-color 
volumes produced digitally 
and submitted to publishing 
companies electronically; 
senior ads replace community ads; 
DVDs replace CDs

2000s

In Dean v. Utica Community 
Schools, the Supreme Court 
applies the principles established 
in Hazelwood to rule against 
censorship of student journalism 
when motivated solely by a 
“difference of opinion with its 
content”

2004

Colorado Student Free Expression 
Law is passed

1990
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Illinois passes College Campus 
Press Act

2007In Morse v. Frederick, commonly 
known as the “Bong hits for Jesus” 
case, the Supreme Court rules that 
the “special characteristics” of the 
school environment combined with 
the government’s interest in 
preventing illegal drug use justifies 
sanctions against what can be 
reasonably understood as 
promotion of illegal activity

R.O. v. Ithaca City School District 
case upholds school district’s 
authority to censor school-
sponsored speech as established 
in Hazelwood case

2011

Oregon Student Free Expression 
Law (Public Secondary Schools) 
is passed

2007

SourceS

John Cutsinger, Mark Herron, Mary Saracino (eds), History Worth 
Repeating: A Chronology of School Yearbooks (Jostens, 1996).

Mary Arnold and Beth Duffy, “Is the High School Yearbook 
Tomorrow’s Dinosaur? A National, Historical Overview 

and an Iowa Survey,” Paper presented at the 74th Annual 
Meeting of the Association for Education in Journalism 
and Mass Communication (Boston, Mass., Aug. 7–11, 
1991).
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underStandinG neWS

News is what affects the greatest number of people with the greatest intensity. Telling 

my community the news lets me tell people what’s likely to affect them and how much it will 

affect them. If people don’t know something is happening and don’t know how it will affect 

them, they can’t do anything to change or stop what affects them. If people know something is 

likely to happen to them, then they have a choice of what do about it. The news and journalists 

give people choice about how to shape their lives, their neighborhood, their community, their 

world. The news allows people to change the bad and promote the good.  

Charlotte Grimes, Knight Chair in Political Reporting, S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, Syracuse University

learninG oBJectiVeS  After completing this chapter you will be able to:

 ● determine the core values that create interest in 
news

 ● understand the role of audience in making news 
decisions

 ● make informed decisions about covering and 
publishing news, in both print and online editions

 ● understand how using a beat system will help 
you cover your school in an organized way

 ● understand how to find the sources that will 
provide the best information for your stories

 ● provide coverage of your school’s diverse 
populations.
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YOU’RE WALKING DOWN THE HALL in your high school and you overhear a conversation 
among several members of the student debate team. It turns out that the principal has canceled 

an upcoming debate trip because of district budget cuts. The students are dismayed and 
disappointed. They have spent months practicing and strategizing for this yearly trip to the state 
debate tournament. They don’t understand how this last-minute cancelation could have happened 
and they didn’t see it coming.

As this example makes clear, news is all around you. Sometimes you hear it in idle classroom 
conversations, sometimes in the cafeteria or the hallways. Or you might read about a pressing 
issue being discussed on a social networking site such as Facebook or Twitter. Sometimes you 
may not realize that a casual conversation could be the beginning of a story with far-reaching 
implications. If your friends are talking about it, it may be news.

For instance, if your friends are complaining about not having access to parking in the school 
lot despite paying a parking fee, or about having to pay a new fee to participate in clubs and sports 
or about not having enough time to eat after lunch periods are cut by five minutes – in each case, 
you’re hearing potential news. All of these topics appeared as news stories in high school 
newspapers. As a reporter, you’re empowered to report and write these stories. You’ll provide the 
context and perspective for these news items, providing the answers to basic questions that your 
friends can’t access. You can interview the people who made the decisions and provide factual 
information to sort out the gossip and rumor that surround any controversial issue.

The school newspaper and its website can give you a chance to impart important information 
to the school community, and to help find constructive solutions to difficult problems. High 
school journalists are trained to gather information, interview the relevant sources and to 
provide credible, timely stories about the news that matters most to their school communities.

Though high school newspapers usually publish less frequently than municipal or national 
papers, most still have an opportunity to publish timely news. This means that the newspaper 
staff must be alert to time-sensitive information and be ready to provide context or other 
supplemental features if an event occurs a week or two before the paper goes to press. Depending 
on when an event occurs, time-sensitive news may be covered on the newspaper’s website and 
updated in the print edition. Such stories may have long-lasting implications that can generate 
months of coverage and analysis in both print and online editions.

Many professional newspapers focus on hyperlocal news, events and information that are 
most important to their immediate and local audience, rather than trying to keep up with the 
pace of the 24-hour news cycle. Most school newspapers publish even less frequently than daily 
papers, often weekly, every other week or once a month. Ensuring that the print edition of your 
high school paper is relevant and timely can be a difficult task. But a well-maintained website can 
provide you with opportunities to keep the news fresh, with updated coverage continuing 
between print editions.

test your 
knowledge
can you think of a 
topic of conversation 
you’ve had with friends 
recently or heard 
classmates discussing 
that could result in a 
story on your website 
or in the newspaper?

Quick exercise
From a recent copy of 
a local newspaper, 
find an example of a 
hyperlocal story 
focusing on a specific 
community. Would this 
story be covered in 
any other newspaper? 
Why is the news 
important to this 
publication’s readers?

Words of Wisdom
Never, ever be afraid to ask questions. In time, you’ll figure out the best way to go about it.  

Should you grill that official accused of corruption under the glaring lights of a press conference? 

Would it be best to pull aside an aide behind the scenes to get a response no-one else  

may get? Or do both? Intimidating situations can turn into exhilarating learning situations when  

you get that answer or funny look you may not have expected to get.  

Genaro C. Armas, Correspondent, The Associated Press
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FIGURE 1.1  Lance, Westside 
High School, Omaha, Neb., 
Vol. 56, Issue 3, April 4, 2011. 
Reproduced by permission of 
Rod How.

The Lance front-page 
focuses on a change in the 
grading system at the local 
middle school to conform to 
new state grading standards. 
The story includes a sidebar 
detailing an explanation of the 
number-based standard from 
the previous letter-based 
standard. The second story 
focuses on visitors to the 
school observing a modular 
scheduling system already in 
place. Both stories are local, 
hyperfocused stories of interest 
to the students in this school 
and their educational 
experiences.
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Where doeS neWS come from?
It has been said that the word “news” stands for north, east, west and south – the full compass of 
directions and topics that a newspaper must cover on a daily basis. According to linguists, though, 
the word “news” is a plural variant of a French word, “nouvelles,” and a German word, “neues,” 
both meaning that which is novel, or new. Breaking news has come to mean coverage of an important 
event as it is actually happening. With today’s access to 24-hour media sources, breaking news has 
become a continuous stream of information from multiple sources and locations around the world.

High school papers usually have to report breaking news some time after it occurs. A gas 
smell causing a school-wide evacuation was reported in The Lowell, the student newspaper of 
San Francisco’s Lowell High School, four days after the event took place. The paper’s website, 
however, was able to post the news online just two days after it occurred, and included a gallery 
of photos from the event. Fortunately, most high school news is not quite so time-sensitive, and 
can interest readers for longer periods of time. Such news is appropriate for both the print and 
online editions of your paper.

neWS Value
It is important that the newspaper staff determine the news value of each potential story. This means 
evaluating such factors as a story’s timeliness, proximity to your school community, prominence of 
the people involved and size of the potential audience – as well as such elements as conflict and 
drama, surprise or oddity and emotional and visual appeal. Such factors are essential to how readers 
interact with the information and how long they stay with a story before losing interest.

As editors determine the news value of potential stories, they help determine what information 
reaches the public. In this way, the newspaper staff become gatekeepers of information, a very 
important responsibility in journalism. By choosing to cover some stories rather than others, 
they give life and credibility to particular topics and perspectives.

Where to place each story is another important news value decision. The greater the news 
value of a story, the more space and more prominent position it should receive in the print 
edition. The front-page is the first thing a reader sees, and should therefore be reserved for topics 
most important to your audience. In many professional newspapers, local news appears on the 
front-page while less timely world and national news is often relegated to inside pages because 
it’s less timely. News is also prioritized on websites, where the timeliest news often takes the top 
position in a feed or blog. On a website, important and updated news might also be featured in a 
special banner or distinct multimedia package.

News value goes hand in hand with the elements of a news lead, which includes the who, 
what, when, where, why and how of a story (see Chapter 3 for more on news leads). In determining 
the news value of a story, the reporter may determine that the why and how may need to be 
emphasized over other facts that may not be as relevant or important.

The more news value a story has, the more important and interesting it will be to a broad 
audience. More readers will relate and care about what they are reading. The news value of a 
high school story often determines whether it will interest the local community, in addition to the 
paper’s primary audience of students, teachers and parents. Below you’ll find a more detailed 
discussion of the key factors to keep in mind when assessing the news value of a story.

timeliness

It goes almost without saying that news travels fast. Information that is current is of greater 
interest than older news. When something important happens at your school, students and staff 
will talk about it and will pass on the information they have heard, even if it isn’t accurate. 
A newspaper staff trained to identify the relevant facts can quickly clarify these events through 
the newspaper’s website, as well as through social media such as Twitter.

Reporting old news in the print edition of your newspaper is unlikely to interest readers in an 
age of continuous Internet and cable news. Your newspaper’s website can be used to bridge the 
gap between print editions, especially through the use of news briefs – short articles that report 
the basic facts of timely news stories. Rather than printing information that has already been 

WEBLINK Check out

www.journalism.org

A website produced by the Pew 
Research Center for Excellence 
in Journalism, this site contains 
a wealth of good resources for 
journalists especially under the 
Journalism Resources link.

www

http://www.Journalism.org
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made public, a striking photograph can also be used, with a long caption summarizing the story. 
High school papers often publish several pages of pictures from major school events, and offer 
slideshows or video footage on their websites.

Proximity

News that happens in or near your school will be of interest to students, parents, staff and 
administrators. Such stories should be a primary focus for a school newspaper, which may be the 
only official record of the information.

As students, high school newspaper reporters have access to sources and information that 
may not be available to outsiders. For example, at Virginia’s Chantilly High School, the Purple 
Tide newspaper reported on the removal of the senior class president and treasurer from their 
positions after they were caught drinking before a football game. The story quoted the treasurer 
admitting to the offense, while school officials would not comment on the reason the two were 
disqualified. Clearly, the student reporter had access to the students accused in the incident.

FIGURE 1.2  The Harbinger, 
Shawnee Mission East High 
School, Prairie Village, Kan. 
Reproduced by permission of 
c. Dow Tate.

News briefs on this page 
expand beyond school to 
include community and state 
items of interest to student 
readers. In addition to the 
briefs, relevant art heads each 
story adding visual interest. 
A vertical panel of photos of 
the week also adds visual 
interest and includes captions 
for each image. In addition to 
news briefs, many newspapers 
include sports and 
entertainment briefs.
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Covering events that happen far from the school, such as the tsunami that hit Japan in 
2011, will need to be localized for a high school newspaper. In this case, schools with large 
Asian populations could have interviewed students who might have friends and relatives 
living in Japan and covered the story from their perspectives. No news story should take 
reporting from an already published account in a professional publication, even if the source 
is attributed.

Prominence

People of prominence will add interest to any news story. A school visit by First Lady Michelle 
Obama, accompanied by the first lady of the Republic of Korea, made front-page news in The A 

FIGURE 1.3  Spark, 
Lakota East High School, 
Liberty Township, Ohio. 
Reproduced by permission 
of Dean Hume.

After district voters struck 
down a tax levy for the third 
consecutive time, staff of 
Spark newspaper analyzed 
in a series of articles what 
the impact of the district’s 
spending deficit would be. 
Staff coverage included a 
series of stories, detailed 
in an explanatory box on 
the right page. A visual 
infographic at the bottom 
of the left page graphically 
shows the impact of the past 
votes dating from 2004.
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Blast, the student newspaper of Annandale High School, in Annandale, Virginia. The story 
included additional links to a slideshow and video footage from this event.

Prominence differs with context. Student leaders, teachers, coaches and administrators are 
prominent in all schools, and much news will center around these figures. Organizations such as 
the school’s student government or principal’s council can also be important in shaping news.

audience impact

A story that influences or affects a large number of readers will have greater news value. In high 
schools, news may impact on a single set of students, students in certain classes and age levels 

FIGURE 1.3  (continued)


